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-------
SUMMARY
-------

1. A RECENT UPSURGE IN THE NUMBER OF FRAUDULENT ADOPTION CASES UNCLASSIFIED

IN涉及的识案的母亲可能在煽动一个不受欢迎和
ALARMING NEW TREND. WHILE IMPOSTOR MOTHERS HISTORICALLY HAVE REPRESENTED A RELATIVELY SMALL PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL GUATEMALAN ADOPTION CASES, ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THIS TYPE OF FRAUD MAY BE GROWING, PUSHED BOTH BY THE LURE OF LARGE FINANCIAL GAIN AND THE ABSENCE OF NEGATIVE LEGAL REPERCUSSIONS. STAYING AHEAD OF THIS GROWING FRAUD WILL REQUIRE EVEN GREATER VIGILANCE AND ADDED SCRUTINY BY POST'S ADOPTION UNIT DURING THE INVESTIGATIVE PROCESS. END SUMMARY.

REAL-LIFE RIDDLES IN GUATEMALAN ADOPTIONS: "ARE YOU MY MOTHER?"

2. LIKE THE DR. SEUSS CHILDREN'S STORY "ARE YOU MY MOTHER?" IN WHICH A LITTLE LOST BIRD QUESTIONS VARIOUS ANIMALS IN SEARCH OF HIS TRUE MOTHER, NATURAL MOTHER IDENTITY RIDDLES HAVE LONG PLAGUED THE CONSULATE'S ADOPTIONS UNIT. NOW, HOWEVER, THE NUMBER OF UNSOLVED NATURAL MOTHER RIDDLES IS INCREASING WITH THE RECENT SPATE OF BIRTH MOTHER-RELATED ADOPTION FRAUD.

3. WHILE IMPOSTOR MOTHERS REPRESENT A RELATIVELY SMALL PERCENTAGE OF THE OVERALL NUMBER OF ADOPTION CASES PROCESSED BY THE EMBASSY (ESTIMATED AT APPROXIMATELY FIVE PERCENT), ANECDOTAL EVIDENCE SUGGESTS THAT THEIR NUMBERS ARE RISING. MORE THAN A HALF-DOZEN RECENT FRAUDULENT CASES INVOLVING IMPOSTOR MOTHERS, ALTERED DOCUMENTS, TALES OF AMNESIA, AND A NEGATIVE DNA ILLUSTRATE THE EXTENT THAT UNSCRUPULOUS GUATEMALAN ATTORNEYS AND ADOPTION FIXERS ARE WILLING TO GO TO OBTAIN A CHILD AND PROCESS AN ADOPTION, LEGITIMATE OR NOT. WITH GUATEMALAN ADOPTION ATTORNEYS NOW CHARGING UP TO US$15,000 PER CASE, THE LURE OF A LARGE PROFIT MARGIN, UNCLASSIFIED

UNCLASSIFIED
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COMBINED WITH A LACK OF ADOPTION OVERSIGHT BY GUATEMALAN AUTHORITIES, HELP EXPLAIN WHY.

4. THE FRAUD IS GENERALLY FIRST DETECTED DURING THE NATURAL MOTHER INTERVIEW. (NOTE: BECAUSE OF THE HIGH INCIDENCE OF ADOPTION-RELATED FRAUD, POST CONDUCTS AN INTERVIEW WITH EACH ALLEGED BIRTH MOTHER, BOTH TO VERIFY THE BIOLOGICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HER AND THE CHILD AND TO DETERMINE THAT THE PROSPECTIVE ADOPTIVE CHILD QUALIFIES AS A U.S. "ORPHAN." END NOTE.) IN SOME CASES THE FRAUD IS OBVIOUS, IN OTHERS, MORE SUBLTLE. SUSPICION MAY BE AROUSED BY THE TALE TOLD BY
THE ALLEGED BIRTH MOTHER, FRAUD MAY BE DETECTED IN THE IDENTITY DOCUMENTS PRESENTED, OR, AT TIMES, THE DECEPTION IS DETECTED THROUGH A COMBINATION OF BOTH.

-----------------------
I PLEAD "THE FIFTH"
-----------------------

5. A RECENT CASE INVOLVING AN IMPOSTOR MOTHER SUFFERING FROM A TERRIBLE CASE OF MEMORY LOSS IS A GOOD EXAMPLE OF OBVIOUS FRAUD. NOT ONLY DID THE ALLEGED MOTHER PRESENT A POORLY ALTERED, OBVIOUSLY PHOTO-SUBBED NATIONAL IDENTITY DOCUMENT, BUT SHE WAS ALSO INCAPABLE OF RESPONDING TO THE MOST BASIC QUESTIONS. HER MOTHER'S NAME: "FORGOT." HER FATHER'S NAME: "FORGOT." HER DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH: "DON'T KNOW." NAME OF CHILD: INCOMPLETE RESPONSE. CLAIMING TO SUFFER FROM SOME MYSTERIOUS FORM OF AMNESIA, THIS IMPOSTOR FINALLY REFUSED EVEN TO ATTEMPT TO ANSWER ANY ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, CLOSING THE INTERVIEW WITH THE STATEMENT THAT HER FRIEND TOLD HER "IT WAS GOING TO BE SO EASY."

-----------------------
UNCLASSIFIED
-----------------------

UNCLASSIFIED
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I'M NOT MARIA, I JUST PLAY HER ON TV

-----------------------
6. SUBLTER, MORE SOPHISTICATED CASES OF FRAUD ARE OBVIOUSLY MORE DIFFICULT TO DETECT AND OFTEN REQUIRE A GREATER EXPENDITURE OF CONSULAR RESOURCES, BOTH IN TERMS OF PERSONNEL AND TIME. IN ANOTHER CASE, THE ALLEGED MOTHER, "MARIA," PRESENTED A SEEMINGLY LEGITIMATE, ALBEIT NEWLY ISSUED, IDENTITY DOCUMENT AT THE NATURAL MOTHER INTERVIEW. ALTHOUGH ON THE SURFACE BOTH HER DOCUMENTS AND HER STORY APPEARED CREDIBLE, A MINOR OMISSION IN HER ID RAISED OUR INITIAL SUSPICIONS. WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE NATIONAL POLICE, WE CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION AND DETERMINED THAT MARIA DID NOT EXIST. THERE WERE NO OFFICIAL RECORDS OF HER, OF HER BIRTH, OR OF THE ISSUANCE OF HER NATIONAL ID. CLEARLY HER ENTIRE PERSONA, INCLUDING HER SEEMINGLY OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS, WERE FABRICATED SOLELY TO DECEIVE US IN THE NATURAL MOTHER INTERVIEW.

-----------------------
DNA: TRUE AND FALSE

-----------------------
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

NNNNPNTQ9852

UNCLASSIFIED  PTQ9852
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UNCLASSIFIED
7. Included in this flood of imposter mothers was a case of negative DNA. While post has received a few negative DNA results since selective testing was first begun, we have not had a false DNA since 1994, when Guatemalan lawyers finally began to realize that the test cannot be "beat." Today instead, imposter mothers who are asked for DNA simply "disappear," never returning for the test. In fact, we have numerous DNA kits awaiting the reappearance of the

UNCLASSIFIED

 Alleged mothers. Therefore, it's unclear as to why in this recent case the imposter was permitted to take the DNA exam. What is clear, however, is that the results of a false DNA are true, that is, that the alleged mother was an imposter attempting to relinquish a child that was not her own.

---

Attorney complicity: "The lady doth protest too much"

---

8. To what extent are Guatemalan attorneys involved in the deception? They are probably deeply involved, obtaining false documents for imposter mothers, prepping them with the birth tale, and securing the child. Despite their protestations of innocence, the complicity of certain attorneys seems clear. It's highly unlikely the imposter mothers possess the level of sophistication required to orchestrate the fraud; they are being coached, with their Guatemalan attorneys the most likely suspects.

9. We recently met with a Guatemalan attorney following discovery that an alleged mother possessed two different sets of identity documents, each with distinct biographical information, including one that said she was married. The attorney claimed she too had been duped and presented other documents - all of dubious origin and authenticity - as proof of her virtue. However, when asked to turn the child over to Guatemalan authorities pending further investigation, she admitted she had given the child back to the "mother" immediately following the original natural mother interview. The attorney also claimed she had no address or contact information for the "mother." Her actions offer proof of her
OF THE CASE PRIOR TO OUR MEETING, THE ATTORNEY CAME ARMED WITH
ALLEGED DOCUMENTARY PROOF OF HER INNOCENCE, SUGGESTING SHE KNEW OF
THE FRAUD IN ADVANCE. IN FACT, IT'S PROBABLE THAT SHE OBTAINED THE
VARIOUS FALSE DOCUMENTS AND HIRED THE IMPOSTOR.

HAPPILY-EVER-AFTER? IN SOME CASES, FOREVER A FAIRY-TALE

10. SO, UNLIKE DR. SEUSS' TALE WHERE THE BABY BIRD RETURNS TO THE
NEST FOR A JOYFUL REUNION WITH ITS MOTHER, ALL GUATEMALAN ADOPTIONS
DO NOT END "HAPPILY-EVER-AFTER." IN THE CASES NOTED ABOVE, THE
NATURAL MOTHER IDENTITY RIDDLE REMAINS; WE KNOW ONLY THAT IMPOSTORS
ATTEMPTED TO RELINQUISH CHILDREN THAT WERE NOT THEIR OWN. WHILE
POST WILL CONTINUE TO INVESTIGATE EACH PROSPECTIVE ADOPTION CASE, WE
HAVE NEITHER THE AUTHORITY NOR THE RESOURCES TO ATTEMPT TO LOCATE
THE TRUE BIRTH MOTHERS, NOR TO PENALIZE UNSCRUPULOUS ADOPTION
ATTORNEYS FOR THEIR ROLE IN THE FRAUD. WITHOUT ACTIVE INTERVENTION
BY GUATEMALAN AUTHORITIES, THERE WILL BE NO FAIRY-TALE ENDING FOR
THE CHILDREN, PROBABLY TAKEN FROM THEIR REAL FAMILIES AND CLAIMED BY
 THESE IMPOSTORS. FOR THEM, THE REAL-LIFE RIDDLE OF "WHO ARE THEIR
MOTHERS," WILL LIKELY FOREVER REMAIN UNSOLVED. PLANTY

UNCLASSIFIED